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Erin Merritt has returned to her scenic hometown of Heart Lake to plan her wedding, but when
she repeatedly runs into her childhood crush, she wonders if she's engaged to the wrong man.
To make matters worse, all the stress is making her eat, and now she can't fit into her wedding
dress. Erin enlists the help of her cooking club--Angela, Megan and Kizzy--and the Teeny
Bikini Diet Club is born. The women make a pact to get slim enough to wear their bikinis to the
lake by summertime, a pact that changes their lives forever. With a little help from her friends,
Angela faces her fear that her marriage is crumbling. Megan confronts the self-esteem issues
that have always held her back. Kizzy deals with her husband's efforts to sabotage her diet and
keep her overweight. And Erin learns some important truths about love. Pull up your favorite
beach chair and savor this funny, inspiring story about being true to yourself and following your
heart, and the women who enrich our lives.
A comprehensive text and reference, first published in 2002, on the theory of financial
engineering with numerous algorithms for pricing, risk management, and portfolio
management.
Food processing is now the biggest industry in the UK and in many other countries. It is also
rapidly changing from what was essentially a craft industry, batch processing relatively small
amounts of product, to a very highly automated one with continuously operating high speed
production lines. In addition, consumers have developed a greater expectation for consistently
high standard products and coupled this with demands for such things as a more natural
flavour, lower fat etc. The need for an increased knowledge of the scientific principles behind
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food processing has never been greater. Within the industry itself, increased automation,
company diversification and amalgamations etc. have meant that those working in it have often
to change their field of operation. Whereas twenty years ago, someone starting work in one
branch of the food industry could expect, if he or she so desired, to work there all their working
lives, this is now seldom the case. This means that a basic knowledge of the principles behind
food processing is necessary both for the student at university or college, and for those already
in the industry. It is hoped, therefore, that this book will appeal to both, and prove to be a useful
reference over a wide range of food processing.
Magoosh gives students everything they need to make studying a breeze. We've branched out
from our online GRE prep program and free apps to bring you this GRE prep book. We know
sometimes you don't have easy access to the Internet--or maybe you just like scribbling your
notes in the margins of a page! Whatever your reason for picking up this book, we're thrilled to
take this ride together. In these pages you'll find: --Tons of tips, FAQs, and GRE strategies to
get you ready for the big test. --More than 130 verbal and quantitative practice questions with
thorough explanations. --Stats for each practice question, including its difficulty rating and the
percent of students who typically answer it correctly. We want you to know exactly how tough
GRE questions tend to be so you'll know what to expect on test day. --A full-length practice test
with an answer key and detailed explanations. --Multiple practice prompts for the analytical
writing assessment section, with tips on how to grade each of your essays. If you're not already
familiar with Magoosh online, here's what you need to know: --Our materials are topnotch--we've designed each of our practice questions based on careful analysis of millions of
students' answers. --We really want to see you do your best. That's why we offer a score
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improvement guarantee to students who use the online premium Magoosh program. --20% of
our students earn a top 10% score on the GRE. --Magoosh students score on average 12
points higher on the test than all other GRE takers. --We've helped more than 1.5 million
students prepare for standardized tests online and with our mobile apps. So crack open this
book, join us online at magoosh.com, and let's get you ready to rock the GRE!
An updated edition of the classic reference on the dynamics of road and off-road vehicles As
we enter a new millennium, the vehicle industry faces greater challenges than ever before as it
strives to meet the increasing demand for safer, environmentally friendlier, more energy
efficient, and lower emissions products. Theory of Ground Vehicles, Third Edition gives
aspiring and practicing engineers a fundamental understanding of the critical factors affecting
the performance, handling, and ride essential to the development and design of ground
vehicles that meet these requirements. As in previous editions, this book focuses on applying
engineering principles to the analysis of vehicle behavior. A large number of practical
examples and problems are included throughout to help readers bridge the gap between
theory and practice. Covering a wide range of topics concerning the dynamics of road and offroad vehicles, this Third Edition is filled with up-to-date information, including: * The Magic
Formula for characterizing pneumatic tire behavior from test data for vehicle handling
simulations * Computer-aided methods for performance and design evaluation of off-road
vehicles, based on the author's own research * Updated data on road vehicle transmissions
and operating fuel economy * Fundamentals of road vehicle stability control * Optimization of
the performance of four-wheel-drive off-road vehicles and experimental substantiation, based
on the author's own investigations * A new theory on skid-steering of tracked vehicles,
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developed by the author.
This updated and revised first-course textbook in applied probability provides a contemporary
and lively post-calculus introduction to the subject of probability. The exposition reflects a
desirable balance between fundamental theory and many applications involving a broad range
of real problem scenarios. It is intended to appeal to a wide audience, including mathematics
and statistics majors, prospective engineers and scientists, and those business and social
science majors interested in the quantitative aspects of their disciplines. The textbook contains
enough material for a year-long course, though many instructors will use it for a single term
(one semester or one quarter). As such, three course syllabi with expanded course outlines are
now available for download on the book’s page on the Springer website. A one-term course
would cover material in the core chapters (1-4), supplemented by selections from one or more
of the remaining chapters on statistical inference (Ch. 5), Markov chains (Ch. 6), stochastic
processes (Ch. 7), and signal processing (Ch. 8—available exclusively online and specifically
designed for electrical and computer engineers, making the book suitable for a one-term class
on random signals and noise). For a year-long course, core chapters (1-4) are accessible to
those who have taken a year of univariate differential and integral calculus; matrix algebra,
multivariate calculus, and engineering mathematics are needed for the latter, more advanced
chapters. At the heart of the textbook’s pedagogy are 1,100 applied exercises, ranging from
straightforward to reasonably challenging, roughly 700 exercises in the first four “core”
chapters alone—a self-contained textbook of problems introducing basic theoretical knowledge
necessary for solving problems and illustrating how to solve the problems at hand – in R and
MATLAB, including code so that students can create simulations. New to this edition •
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Updated and re-worked Recommended Coverage for instructors, detailing which courses
should use the textbook and how to utilize different sections for various objectives and time
constraints • Extended and revised instructions and solutions to problem sets • Overhaul of
Section 7.7 on continuous-time Markov chains • Supplementary materials include three
sample syllabi and updated solutions manuals for both instructors and students
This book covers in detail the various aspects of joining materials to form parts. A conceptual
overview of rapid prototyping and layered manufacturing is given, beginning with the
fundamentals so that readers can get up to speed quickly. Unusual and emerging applications
such as micro-scale manufacturing, medical applications, aerospace, and rapid manufacturing
are also discussed. This book provides a comprehensive overview of rapid prototyping
technologies as well as support technologies such as software systems, vacuum casting,
investment casting, plating, infiltration and other systems. This book also: Reflects recent
developments and trends and adheres to the ASTM, SI, and other standards Includes chapters
on automotive technology, aerospace technology and low-cost AM technologies Provides a
broad range of technical questions to ensure comprehensive understanding of the concepts
covered
This unique text uses Microsoft Excel® workbooks to instruct students. In addition to explaining
fundamental concepts in microeconomic theory, readers acquire a great deal of sophisticated
Excel skills and gain the practical mathematics needed to succeed in advanced courses. In
addition to the innovative pedagogical approach, the book features explicitly repeated use of a
single central methodology, the economic approach. Students learn how economists think and
how to think like an economist. With concrete, numerical examples and novel, engaging
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applications, interest for readers remains high as live graphs and data respond to manipulation
by the user. Finally, clear writing and active learning are features sure to appeal to modern
practitioners and their students. The website accompanying the text is found at
www.depauw.edu/learn/microexcel.
Atomic hydrogen, the simplest of all stable atoms, has been a challenge to spectroscopists and
theoreticians for many years. Here, as in similar systems like positronium, muonium and
possibly helium, the accuracy of theoretical predictions is comparable to that of experimental
measurements. Hence exciting confrontations are possible. This together with expected large
experimental improvements explains the strong interest in the symposium held in Pisa in JuneJuly 1988. The resulting book completely covers the precision spectroscopy of atomic
hydrogen and hydrogen-like systems, and also discusses aspects of QED and the influence of
strong fields.
Presenting a comprehensive overview of the design automation algorithms, tools, and
methodologies used to design integrated circuits, the Electronic Design Automation for
Integrated Circuits Handbook is available in two volumes. The second volume, EDA for IC
Implementation, Circuit Design, and Process Technology, thoroughly examines real-time logic
to GDSII (a file format used to transfer data of semiconductor physical layout), analog/mixed
signal design, physical verification, and technology CAD (TCAD). Chapters contributed by
leading experts authoritatively discuss design for manufacturability at the nanoscale, power
supply network design and analysis, design modeling, and much more. Save on the complete
set.
The present Special Issue collects a number of new contributions both at the theoretical level
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and in terms of applications in the areas of nonparametric and semiparametric econometric
methods. In particular, this collection of papers that cover areas such as developments in local
smoothing techniques, splines, series estimators, and wavelets will add to the existing rich
literature on these subjects and enhance our ability to use data to test economic hypotheses in
a variety of fields, such as financial economics, microeconomics, macroeconomics, labor
economics, and economic growth, to name a few.
A rigorous and thorough analysis of the production of air pollutants and their control, this text is
geared toward chemical and environmental engineering students. Topics include combustion,
principles of aerosol behavior, theories of the removal of particulate and gaseous pollutants
from effluent streams, and air pollution control strategies. 1988 edition.Reprint of the PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988 edition.
Focuses on Implementation of System; Provides Documentation & Covers General Software &
Engineering
"Professor Andreas F. Molisch, renowned researcher and educator, has put together the
comprehensive book, Wireless Communications. The second edition, which includes a wealth
of new material on important topics, ensures the role of the text as the key resource for every
student, researcher, and practitioner in the field." —Professor Moe Win, MIT, USA Wireless
communications has grown rapidly over the past decade from a niche market into one of the
most important, fast moving industries. Fully updated to incorporate the latest research and
developments, Wireless Communications, Second Edition provides an authoritative overview
of the principles and applications of mobile communication technology. The author provides an
in-depth analysis of current treatment of the area, addressing both the traditional elements,
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such as Rayleigh fading, BER in flat fading channels, and equalisation, and more recently
emerging topics such as multi-user detection in CDMA systems, MIMO systems, and cognitive
radio. The dominant wireless standards; including cellular, cordless and wireless LANs; are
discussed. Topics featured include: wireless propagation channels, transceivers and signal
processing, multiple access and advanced transceiver schemes, and standardised wireless
systems. Combines mathematical descriptions with intuitive explanations of the physical facts,
enabling readers to acquire a deep understanding of the subject. Includes new chapters on
cognitive radio, cooperative communications and relaying, video coding, 3GPP Long Term
Evolution, and WiMax; plus significant new sections on multi-user MIMO, 802.11n, and
information theory. Companion website featuring: supplementary material on 'DECT', solutions
manual and presentation slides for instructors, appendices, list of abbreviations and other
useful resources.

This book constitutes the proceedings of the 8th International Conference on
Analysis of Images, Social Networks and Texts, AIST 2019, held in Kazan,
Russia, in July 2019. The 24 full papers and 10 short papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from 134 submissions (of which 21 papers were rejected
without being reviewed). The papers are organized in topical sections on general
topics of data analysis; natural language processing; social network analysis;
analysis of images and video; optimization problems on graphs and network
structures; analysis of dynamic behaviour through event data.
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Trade has played a critical role in global poverty reduction. In harnessing the
potential of trade, some of the most successful countries have developed strong
trade relationships with their neighbors. However, many South Asian countries
have trade regimes that often offset the positive impact of geography and
proximity. This report documents systematically the gaps between current and
potential trade in South Asia and addresses important specific barriers that have
held trade back. These barriers include tariffs and paratariffs, real and perceived
nontariff barriers, connectivity costs, and the broader trust deficit. This policyfocused report unpacks these critical barriers to effective trade integration in
South Asia through four in-depth studies that produce new, detailed, on-theground knowledge. Three of the studies are based on extensive stakeholder
consultations. Two also rely on tailored surveys. The fourth study, on tariffs,
benefits from new data on paratariffs. The report also marshals new evidence
showing how trading regimes in South Asia discriminate against each other.
Given the South Asian context, incremental, yet concrete steps aimed at tapping
the potential of deeper integration are appropriate. The report has been drafted in
this spirit. It offers precise, actionable policy recommendations that could help
achieve measurable progress in key areas of trade and integration that would be
to the advantage of all countries in the region.
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Tropical forests are an undervalued asset in meeting the greatest global
challenges of our time—averting climate change and promoting development.
Despite their importance, tropical forests and their ecosystems are being
destroyed at a high and even increasing rate in most forest-rich countries. The
good news is that the science, economics, and politics are aligned to support a
major international effort over the next five years to reverse tropical deforestation.
Why Forests? Why Now? synthesizes the latest evidence on the importance of
tropical forests in a way that is accessible to anyone interested in climate change
and development and to readers already familiar with the problem of
deforestation. It makes the case to decisionmakers in rich countries that
rewarding developing countries for protecting their forests is urgent, affordable,
and achievable.
Probability with Applications in Engineering, Science, and TechnologySpringer
This easy-to-follow guide is a step by step workbook intended to enhance
students' understanding of complicated concepts in food engineering. It also
gives them hands-on practice in solving food engineering problems. The book
covers problems in fluid flow, heat transfer, and mass transfer. It also tackles the
most common unit operations that have applications in food processing, such as
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thermal processing, cooling and freezing, evaporation, psychometrics and drying.
Included are theoretical questions in the form of true or false, solved problems,
semi-solved problems, and problems solved using a computer. The semi-solved
problems guide students through the solution.
The third edition of Fundamentals of Information Technology is a 'must have'
book not only for BCA and MBA students, but also for all those who want to
strengthen their knowledge of computers. The additional chapter on MS Office is
a comprehensive study on MS Word, MS Excel and other components of the
package. This book is packed with expert advice from eminent IT professionals,
in-depth analyses and practical examples. It presents a detailed functioning of
hardware components besides covering the software concepts. A broad overview
of Computer architecture, Data representation in the computer, Operating
systems, Database management systems, Programming languages, etc., has
also been included. An additional chapter on Mobile Computing and other stateof-the-art innovations in the IT world have been incorporated. Not only that, the
latest Internet technologies have also been covered in detail.One should use this
book to acquire computer literacy in terms of how data is represented in a
computer, how hardware devices are integrated to get the desired results, how
the computer can be networked for interchanging data and establishing
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communication.Each chapter is followed by a number of review questions.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Alloy Steels" that was published in Metals
Separation of signal from noise is the most fundamental problem in data analysis, arising in
such fields as: signal processing, econometrics, actuarial science, and geostatistics. This book
introduces the local regression method in univariate and multivariate settings, with extensions
to local likelihood and density estimation. Practical information is also included on how to
implement these methods in the programs S-PLUS and LOCFIT.
A major radio systems reference resource. Good for technicians who work with avionics.
Serving as an all-in-one guide to the entire field of coatings technology, this encyclopedic
reference covers a diverse range of topics-including basic concepts, coating types, materials,
processes, testing and applications-summarizing both the latest developments and standard
coatings methods. Take advantage of the insights and experience of over
The essential kitchen and bath design reference, updated with the latest codes NKBA Kitchen
& Bathroom Planning Guidelines with Access Standards is the industry standard reference,
written by the National Kitchen and Bath Association and updated with the latest codes and
standards. This new second edition features revised guidelines for cooking surface clearance,
electrical receptacles, and ventilation for kitchens, as well as ceiling height, shower size,
electrical receptacles, and ventilation for bathrooms. Revised to reflect the 2015 International
Residential Code and the ICC A117.1-2009, all illustrations have been expertly redrawn using
2020 Design and Chief Architect Software to provide clearer visual reference for real-world
application. With thirty-one kitchen guidelines and twenty-seven bathroom guidelines, this book
provides full planning recommendations, code references, and access standards for today's
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kitchen and bath design professional. Kitchens and bathrooms are the two most functional
rooms in the house, and also the most code-intensive. It is imperative that design professionals
stay up to speed on the latest guidelines to ensure the safety and efficiency of their projects.
Get up to date on the latest kitchen and bath codes Reference a new range of standards for
clearance, ventilation, and more Design for storage based on the results of university research
Examine illustrative and descriptive plans, sections, and perspective views The NKBA
guidelines are based on a composite of historical review, current industry environment and
practices, emerging trends, consumer lifestyles, research, and building codes. These factors
combine to help kitchen and bath professionals create designs that are beautiful, functional,
accessible, and safe. The NKBA Kitchen & Bathroom Planning Guidelines with Access
Standards is the complete reference professionals turn to for the latest in kitchen and bath
design.
Multi-armed bandits is a rich, multi-disciplinary area that has been studied since 1933, with a
surge of activity in the past 10-15 years. This is the first book to provide a textbook like
treatment of the subject.
The analysis and sorting of large numbers of cells with a fluorescence-activated cell sorter
(FACS) was first achieved some 30 years ago. Since then, this technology has been rapidly
developed and is used today in many laboratories. A Springer Lab Manual Review of the First
Edition: "This is a most useful volume which will be a welcome addition for personal use and
also for laboratories in a wide range of disciplines. Highly recommended." CYTOBIOS
The automotive industry appears close to substantial change engendered by “self-driving”
technologies. This technology offers the possibility of significant benefits to social
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welfare—saving lives; reducing crashes, congestion, fuel consumption, and pollution; increasing
mobility for the disabled; and ultimately improving land use. This report is intended as a guide
for state and federal policymakers on the many issues that this technology raises.
Extensively class-tested, this textbook takes an innovative approach to software testing: it
defines testing as the process of applying a few well-defined, general-purpose test criteria to a
structure or model of the software. It incorporates the latest innovations in testing, including
techniques to test modern types of software such as OO, web applications, and embedded
software. The book contains numerous examples throughout. An instructor's solution manual,
PowerPoint slides, sample syllabi, additional examples and updates, testing tools for students,
and example software programs in Java are available on an extensive website.
Recent advances in genomic studies have stimulated synergetic research and development in
many cross-disciplinary areas. Processing the vast genomic data, especially the recent largescale microarray gene expression data, to reveal the complex biological functionality,
represents enormous challenges to signal processing and statistics. This perspective naturally
leads to a new field, genomic signal processing (GSP), which studies the processing of
genomic signals by integrating the theory of signal processing and statistics. Written by an
international, interdisciplinary team of authors, this invaluable edited volume is accessible to
students just entering this emergent field, and to researchers, both in academia and in
industry, in the fields of molecular biology, engineering, statistics, and signal processing. The
book provides tutorial-level overviews and addresses the specific needs of genomic signal
processing students and researchers as a reference book. The book aims to address current
genomic challenges by exploiting potential synergies between genomics, signal processing,
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and statistics, with special emphasis on signal processing and statistical tools for structural and
functional understanding of genomic data. The first part of this book provides a brief history of
genomic research and a background introduction from both biological and signalprocessing/statistical perspectives, so that readers can easily follow the material presented in
the rest of the book. In what follows, overviews of state-of-the-art techniques are provided. We
start with a chapter on sequence analysis, and follow with chapters on feature selection,
classification, and clustering of microarray data. We then discuss the modeling, analysis, and
simulation of biological regulatory networks, especially gene regulatory networks based on
Boolean and Bayesian approaches. Visualization and compression of gene data, and
supercomputer implementation of genomic signal processing systems are also treated. Finally,
we discuss systems biology and medical applications of genomic research as well as the future
trends in genomic signal processing and statistics research.
This introduction to circuit design is unusual in several respects. First, it offers not just
explanations, but a full course. Each of the twenty-five sessions begins with a discussion of a
particular sort of circuit followed by the chance to try it out and see how it actually behaves.
Accordingly, students understand the circuit's operation in a way that is deeper and much more
satisfying than the manipulation of formulas. Second, it describes circuits that more traditional
engineering introductions would postpone: on the third day, we build a radio receiver; on the
fifth day, we build an operational amplifier from an array of transistors. The digital half of the
course centers on applying microcontrollers, but gives exposure to Verilog, a powerful
Hardware Description Language. Third, it proceeds at a rapid pace but requires no prior
knowledge of electronics. Students gain intuitive understanding through immersion in good
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circuit design.
This book provides a systematic development of tensor methods in statistics, beginning with
the study of multivariate moments and cumulants. The effect on moment arrays and on
cumulant arrays of making linear or affine transformations of the variables is studied. Because
of their importance in statistical theory, invariant functions of the cumulants are studied in some
detail. This is followed by an examination of the effect of making a polynomial transformation of
the original variables. The fundamental operation of summing over complementary set
partitions is introduced at this stage. This operation shapes the notation and pervades much of
the remainder of the book. The necessary lattice-theory is discussed and suitable tables of
complementary set partitions are provided. Subsequent chapters deal with asymptotic
approximations based on Edgeworth expansion and saddlepoint expansion. The saddlepoint
expansion is introduced via the Legendre transformation of the cumulant generating function,
also known as the conjugate function of the cumulant generating function. A recurring them is
that, with suitably chosen notation, multivariate calculations are often simpler and more
transparent than the corresponding univariate calculations. The final two chapters deal with
likelihood ratio statistics, maximum likelihood estimation and the effect on inferences of
conditioning on ancillary or approximately ancillary statistics. The Bartlett adjustment factor is
derived in the general case and simplified for certain types of generalized linear models.
Finally, Barndorff-Nielsen's formula for the conditional distribution of the maximum liklelihood
estimator is derived and discussed. More than 200 Exercises are provided to illustrate the uses
of tensor methodology.
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